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I like ro get into things in depth and pore over details
I've figured somerhing out

2. I am an extremely

as

complerelv as

until

possible.

fflg

I

I ruSO-HUDSON

TAS

private person who doesn't let many peo-

ple into my world.

3. I do not feel very big or powerful-more
ble: Id make a good spy!

4.

Other people would think I'm crazy
thinking most of the time.

if

small and invisi-

Typ"

they knewwhat I was

Attitude
Sorter

5. Only

by getting accurate information can you make a rational decision-but then, most people aren't really rarional.

I

6. My family thinks that I am somewhat strange or eccentric-theyve certainly told me that I need to Bet out more.
7, I

I want to; most of the time,
just
watch all the craziness around me.
prefer to

can talk a blue streak when

though,

I

8. If you need

a problem solved, let me work on
and I'11 come up with the answer.

of the following statements according
Score each

it by myself ::

fJ,:Tt":'.i:'r#r:T:

ing scale:

9. '$7'hen you really think about it, you can't get much stranger
than so-called normal behavior.

10. I tend to take a long time fine-tuning projects I'm workin g

,.......Not at All True

2"""'seldom

Ti'ue

on'

3.......sometahat Tiue

11. Most people are so incredibly ignorant, it's amazing that
anything works at

alll

12. I know

a lot about a lot of things, and in a few areas, I
myself
sider
an expert.

4.......Generallj, Ti,ue

con-

5.......Very Tiue

13. I am extremely curious and enjoy investigating why things
are the way they are-even obvious things are not really so
obvious when you really look at them.

14. My mind is so intense and active that I often feel like it's on
fire.

15. Often I lose all track of time because I'm concentrating
completely on what I'm doing.

so
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